MODELING OF THE ELECTRIC DRIVE OF THE MAIN MOTION OF THE ROLLING CAGE AS A MULTI-MASS ELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEM
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The model of rolling stand of a thick-plate rolling mill 3000 has been designed in the work in order to determine the oscillations frequencies that occur during operation, the effect of their amplitude on the dynamic deviations of the speed of the working body from the specified one. Presented results of the research dynamic to rolling cage 3000 at presentation her as seven masses electromechanic system. Shown influence clearance in mechanical issue on dynamic of the mechanism. The research by the method of mathematical modeling in the design and operation of mechanical equipment is substantiated. The design diagram of mechanical part of the electromechanical system is presented. Using the simulation results it was confirmed that the influence of internal viscous friction in shafting on the oscillation damping is not significant in relation to the damping properties of electric drive. Therefore, in the first approximation, it can be ignored. The electric drive of the rolling stand was considered as a TP-D system with speed and current regulators at their standard settings to the modular optimum. To reduce the magnitude of the elastic moments in the kinematic chain of the stand the armature current intensity generator in the electric drive is used. Simulation of the processes was carried out in Simulink of the MATLAB package. The stand model is designed according to design scheme and reflects the branching into two channels with their combination through an elastic element – the material that is rolled. Based on real geometry and taking into account the properties of material the stiffness of shafts of mechanical transmissions were calculated. The model was set to a rolling program with a variable speed – in order to compensate the thickness difference, which corresponds to modern technological trends. Comparing the simulation results, it was found that the presence of a gap provokes the appearance of self-oscillations, the damping of which in a real mechanical system will occur due to damping properties of the shafts. The damping of oscillations takes place due to the damping properties of the electric drive. The appearance of a gap in the spindles leads to an increase in the system vibration frequency (70-80 Hz).
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Introduction. The design and operation of mechanical equipment requires finding the real maximum values of the forces (moments) arising in the kinematic chain, their dependence on various factors (acceleration-deceleration, elements stiffness, clearance values, etc.). Almost the only method for researching such processes is mathematical modeling.

Objective. The work is devoted to the design of a rolling stand model of 3000 thick-plate rolling mill in order to determine the oscillation frequencies that arising during operation, the effect of their amplitude on the dynamic deviations of speed of working body from the specified speed.

Research results. The equipment of finishing mill stand includes (Fig. 1): DC electric motor 1; protective gear clutch 2, gear stand 3; hinges 4 from the side of the gear stand; spindle shafts 5, spindle joints 6 from the stand side; couplings of 7 spindle blades; support 8 and work 9 rolls. Between the working rolls there is a strip 10, which is rolled.

The design diagram of the mechanical part of the electromechanical system is shown in Fig. 2. Mechanical inertias of single parts, which are expressed by the moments of inertia $J_j$ ($j = I, II, III, IV, V, VI$) are shown by rectangles, the areas of which are proportional to these inertias. The kinematic connection between inertias are shown by elastic-dispersive elements in the form of a parallel connection of $\text{ stiffness } C_j$ and scattered (dissipation $\delta$) coefficients. The first one are determined by the ratio of elastic moments in such elements to their deformation, and the latter’s are determined by the level of losses in them in the presence of a deformation rate.
The scattering coefficients are determined by the logarithmic damping decrement $\lambda_{\text{von}}$.

$$\delta_{\text{sc}} = 1 - e^{-2\lambda_{\text{von}}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The size of the latter for metal (steel) elements is much smaller $\lambda_{\text{von}} < 0,1$

$$\lambda_{\text{von}} = \ln\left(\frac{A_1}{A_2}\right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$A_1, A_2$ – are two consecutive values of oscillation amplitude in shafting, separated by one period,

$$T_{\text{sc}} = \frac{\Omega_{\text{sc}}}{2\pi},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$\Omega_{\text{sc}}$ – own circular frequency of oscillations, 1/s.

When structural schemes are used to analyze the dynamics of a system, then the viscous friction coefficient in shafting $\beta_{\text{sc}}$ is introduced in them:

$$\beta_{\text{sc}} = \frac{2\lambda_{\text{von}}C_{\text{sc}}}{\Omega_{\text{sc}} \sqrt{4\pi^2 + \lambda_{\text{von}}}^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Since the elements of the kinematic chain (shafts, spindles) are distributed masses, then the approaches proposed in [1] were used to bring the latter ($J_j$) to concentrated ones.

The influence of internal viscous friction in shafting on the oscillation damping is not significant in relation to the damping properties of the electric drive itself. Therefore, in the first approximation, it can be ignored, which was also confirmed by the simulation results.

On the design diagram $\Delta \varphi_{\text{c}}$ makes it possible to take into account possible clearances in the coupling of spindle blades, as well as in the hinges on the side of gear stand. The stiffness coefficient $C_{77}$ of the rolled strip takes into account the interaction influence of rolls with each other in case of an uneven distribution of the rolling moment $M_{\text{pr}}$ between them [2].

The electric drive of the rolling stand was considered as a TP-D system with speed and current regulators at their standard settings to the modular optimum. To reduce the magnitude of the elastic moments in the kinematic chain of the stand the armature current intensity generator in the electric drive is used.
Simulation of the processes was carried out in Simulink of the MATLAB package. The stand model that taking into account the features of electric drive and elastic properties of the kinematic links is shown in Fig. 3. The model is designed according to design scheme and reflects the branching into two channels with their combination through an elastic element – the material that is rolled. The actual drive system is folded into the Subsystem EP subsystem. Creating of a gap in the kinematic connection of the hinge-spindle (Δφ) is implemented by blocks of insensitive Dead Zone1, Dead Zone2. In modeling, the internal dissipation of elastic elements was not taken into account – the coefficients $\beta_j$ were taken to be zero.

Following values of inertia $J_1=67500$ kgm$^2$; $J_2=8700$ kgm$^2$; $J_3=950$ kgm$^2$; $J_{45}=700$ kgm$^2$; $J_6=450$ kgm$^2$; $J_7=4075$ kgm$^2$.

Based on real geometry and taking into account the properties of material the stiffness of shafts of mechanical transmissions were calculated.

The oscillation frequencies of elastic elements with such parameters are:

$$f_0 = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{C}{J(J + J_j)}}$$

$f_{12} = 54,17$ Гц; $f_{23} = 132,54$ Гц; $f_{4(45)} = 392,4$ Гц; $f_{4(45)6} = 117,77$ Гц; $f_{67} = 250$ Гц.

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4. It shows the graphs of coordinates in transient processes: set speed ($\omega_z$); mismatch between $\omega_z$ and speed of the drive end of the roll $\Delta\omega = \omega_z - \omega_7$; the electromagnetic torque of the engine ($M_e$) and the total torque ($M_c$) of the load during rolling; moment in one of the spindles ($M_{56}$).

The model was set to a rolling program with a variable speed – in order to compensate the thickness difference, which corresponds to modern technological trends.

Taking into account the gap, its value was set to $\Delta\phi = 0,004$ radians. Comparing the results in Fig. 4,a and Fig. 4,b, we see that, without taking into account the gaps, the damping of oscillations occurs due to damping properties of the engine. The presence of the gap provokes the appearance of self-oscillations, the damping of which in a real mechanical system will occur due to the damping properties of the shafts.

Fig. 3. The structure of model in Simulink
Fig. 4. Simulation results:

a – without taking into account the gap; b – taking into account the gap
Conclusions. Based on the simulation results, it can be stated:

- the maximum value of the dynamic misalignment between the set and real speed of the rolls does not exceed 2% and it disappears at a strip length less than 1m;

- oscillation processes in the spindle lead to an increase of moment in them $M_{41} = (1,4 + 1,6)M_{jy}$. This is due to the imposition of the reflected elastic deformation wave on the main one, it is short-term and does not require an increase of the engine power, but only affects the durability of mechanical equipment of the stand. To reduce the influence of these phenomena, it is necessary to reduce the gaps in kinematic chain of drive, for example, by replacing Hooke's hinges with roller ones;

- the frequency of oscillations in the mechanical chain reaches 10 Hz, which corresponds to the data of source [3]. The damping of oscillations takes place due to the damping properties of the electric drive;

- the appearance of a gap in the spindles leads to an increase in the system vibration frequency (70-80 Hz).
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